
3.01 Performance Uniform

Tucker Creek Bands have two different categories of performance wear.  Concert 
Dress is worn for formal concerts, public events, community outreach events, and 
competitions.  Our casual uniform will be used for pep band performances, some 
school performances, and as announced.  Fridays are always band t-shirt days!    

Concert Dress:  
	 Black dress pants or long, ankle length black skirt (young women) 
	 Burgundy Polo 
	 Black socks 
	 Black dress shoes 
	 Belt (young men)  

Black dress pants means pants that are made of a material that is not denim and has 
no holes or rips, and fit well.   

The band and chorus wear burgundy dry-fit polos so that they do not show dirt and 
stain, and are wrinkle free so the students look uniform and dressy on stage.  I 
encourage you to purchase your child’s shirt in a size they can slightly grow into or 
plan on purchasing an additional one.	  Almost all of our students need a new shirt by 
the end of 7th/beginning of 8th grade as they are growing but most of the time they 
trade around to make sure they have one that fits!  

Casual Uniform:  
	 Black dress pants OR jeans-will be announced (jeans must be hole-free) 
	 Black or Burgundy TCMS Band T-shirt 
	 Tennis shoes (with jeans) 
	 Black shoes (with black dress pants) 
	 TCMS Band hoodies will be allowed over the t-shirts 
	 Tucker Creek Athletics ball caps are allowed with casual uniforms for pep band  

This year the orders for our uniforms will be completed online.  They will be delivered 
to Tucker Creek for distribution. The polos will have the logo below embroidered, and 
the t-shirts and hoodies will have the logo screen-printed on the front.  T-shirts will be 
band and chorus specific on the back only. Polos can be used by both band and 
chorus students they are not specific to the ensemble!  

FALL 2020 UPDATE: 
We will NOT be selling polos for band students this 
year due to the potential for not performing.  If we 
are able to perform we will do a polo order in time 
to have them here.  **Here’s to hoping that 
happens!**


